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Abstract. The main criterion taken into consideration when choosing a contractor is the bid price 
that the contractor suggests. The basis for determining such a price are the direct costs connected 
with works realization as well as mark-ups, mainly overhead costs and profit. Overhead costs and 
profit constitute a considerable part of the bid price and their improper calculation can significantly 
influence the financial situation of the company. in literature and in practice one can find many 
definitions and ways of determining overhead costs and profit. The article presents research results 
concerning defining and calculating overhead costs and profit by Polish contractors, carried out 
twice – in 2004 and 2010. They were compared with similar studies performed in other countries. 
The article also presents mathematical methods created by the authors, by means of which overhead 
costs and profit can be calculated more precisely than by the popular methods commonly employed 
by Polish contractors. 
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Introduction

when choosing a contractor, the owner presents a number of conditions to be fulfilled. nu-
merous methods that allow to check the contactors’ competence in detail have been worked 
out, which consequently increase the chance to choose the best tenderer (Singh, Tiong 2005; 
waara, brochner 2006; Elazouni 2006; Mitkus, Trinkūnienė 2007; zavadskas et al. 2008; 
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brauers et al. 2008; Mitkus, Trinkūnienė 2008; Plebankiewicz 2009; zavadskas et al. 2010). 
However, it should be noted that the main factor taken into consideration when choosing a 
contractor is the bid price (Turskis 2008; Mitkus, Trinkūnienė 2008).

To be competitive, the contractor tendering for the contract should pay special attention 
to calculating the price for which he/she is willing to complete the particular works. To de-
termine the price he/she should consider the direct costs connected with realization of the 
works, which are directly dependent on the scope of such works (labour costs, costs of the 
materials and equipment, costs of means of technological transport), as well as mark-ups, 
i.e. mainly overhead costs and profit. The influence of improper calculation of the overhead 
costs and profit can be significant for the financial situation of the company. Too high an 
estimation causes inflation of cost calculation, which may not be accepted by the owner. Too 
low an evaluation can cause that the contractor will suffer losses when realizing given works.

in literature and in practice one can find different definitions and ways of determining 
overhead costs and profit. The legal regulations being in effect in Poland till 2001 to a great 
degree imposed the ways of cost calculating, including overheads and profit. changes that 
followed in recent years (kapliński 2008; 2009), also influenced the methods of calculating 
the bid price.

The paper aims at presenting the results of studies concerning the methods of defining 
and calculating overheads and profit by Polish contractors and comparing them with similar 
studies carried out in other countries. The paper also presents mathematical methods created 
by the authors, by means of which overhead costs and profit can be calculated more precisely 
than by the popular methods commonly employed by Polish contractors. 

1. Defining overhead costs and profit

in literature and in practice one can find different definitions of overhead costs (cilensek 
1991; Tah et al. 1994; Holland, Hobson 1999; assaf et al. 2001; adey et al. 2004; Enshassi 
et al. 2008; Šiškina et al. 2009; apanaviciene, Daugeliene 2011). it is worth noting that some 
contractors cannot precisely define this notion. a research carried out in the USa revealed 
that over 60% of the contractors responding to the survey cannot adequately determine the 
definition of overhead costs (Holland, Hobson 1999).

Generally, an overhead cost can be defined as a cost that cannot be identified with or 
charged to a construction project or to a unit of construction production. another definition 
describes overhead costs as those that are not a component of the actual construction work 
but are incurred by the contractor to support the work (cilensek 1991). in his work Tebin 
(2009) enumerates nine basic elements that should be taken into account in overhead costs:

1) employer’s requirements (accommodations – office, toilets, telephone, equipment);
2) management and staff (site manager, general foreman);
3) facilities and services (power/lighting/heating, water, telephone);
4) temporary works (access route, hard standings, dewatering);
5) site accommodations (offices, stores, canteen, drying and first aid room);
6) attendant labour (unloading and distribution, cleaning, setting and assistants);
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7) contract conditions (fluctuations, insurances, bonds);
8) non-mechanical plant;
9) miscellaneous (setting out consumables, testing and samples, seasonal working).
Generally, the contractor’s overhead costs are divided into two categories: project overhead 

costs and company’s (also called general) overhead costs. Project overhead costs include 
items that can be identified with a particular job, but are not materials, labour, or production 
equipment. company’s overhead costs are items that represent the cost of doing business and 
often are considered as fixed expenses that must be paid by the contractor.

Polish Standards of construction works cost Estimating (Polskie standardy… 2005), being 
a model study concerning cost calculations and being used by Polish owners and contractors, 
define two main components of overhead costs and precisely determine their content:

1) project overhead costs; 
2) company’s overhead costs. 
Project overhead costs can be defined as all the costs incurred by the contractor on the 

building site in connection with the works realization, excluded from the standard costs 
of labour and materials together with the costs of their purchase, and the costs of building 
equipment. The following costs are included:

1) payments and mark-ups on the regular construction staff;
2) wear out costs of temporary construction base;
3) wear out costs of light equipment and tools;
4) health and safety at work costs;
5) additional costs of employing commuting staff;
6) other general construction costs (energy consumption, media, telephones, all small 

materials and wearing out equipment).
company’s overhead costs cover the costs of functioning units and work stations of the 

staff working in general administration, performing supervising, inspection, recording and 
reporting and briefing functions, as well as jobs connected with organizing and managing 
the construction company. company’s overhead costs include:

1) payments and mark-ups of management staff;
2) business trip costs;
3) exploitation costs of company cars;
4) office costs and costs of general purpose buildings maintenance;
5) financial costs;
6) other management costs (e.g. social fund maintenance costs, legal advice, outside 

expert opinions, management staff health and safety costs).
kosecki and leśniak (2001) present results of the research carried out in Poland, which 

concerned determining the influence of particular elements of overhead costs on their height. 
To carry out the research the authors used a questionnaire sent by post to construction com-
panies. The questionnaire was sent to a hundred construction companies chosen at random. 
nineteen companies answered it. The results show that payments and payment mark-ups of 
regular construction staff have the greatest influence on the height of project overhead costs 
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while the remaining costs remain the least influential. another additional component pointed 
out by the contractors and considered to be vital is the costs connected with occupying the 
pavements and streets, in this way causing traffic restrictions. company’s overhead costs are, 
in turn, mostly influenced by payment costs and overheads of the management staff and the 
least influence is caused by such costs as e.g. legal advice, outside experts opinions, or health 
and safety costs concerning management staff. additionally, the respondents mentioned the 
representative costs of the company.

Profit is one more element that considerably influences the financial situation of a con-
struction company. Generally, profit is a surplus of an income over the incurred costs. For a 
construction company profit is an indispensable earning allowing it to function and develop. 
Profit, calculated in cost estimation, is a forecasting of this earning. it has to be high enough 
to allow the contractor, in case of winning a tender, a decent earning and yet low enough 
to make a bid offer competitive in getting the order. Profit is determined by the contractor 
on the level indispensable to be able to finance future expenses and loses, as well as allow-
ing the company to function and develop properly. Profit, as any calculated element of the 
estimation costs, is of prognostic character. it determines the planned or foreseen amount, 
thus it can be different from the actual amount which is known only after having realized 
and calculated the works.

it must be noted that there are differences in understanding the elements of the estima-
tion costs in Poland and in other countries. in English speaking countries there is a term 
“margin” or “mark-up”. They both include profit and usually a part of overhead costs. These 
are mainly company’s overhead costs. in some cases risk is also included (in Poland it is 
included in the profit).

Hegazy and Moselhi (1995) presented the results of the research into calculating con-
struction costs in canada and the United States. The authors carried out a survey sending 
questionnaires to 427 contractors in both countries altogether. ninety contractors answered 
the questionnaire, which was 21% of all the questionnaires. The researchers took into consid-
eration only 78 questionnaires which fulfilled the given demands. The survey shows that there 
is latitude in interpreting the notion of mark-up. Here american and canadian contractors 
include different elements:

1) profit;
2) incidental expenses (contingency);
3) project overhead costs;
4) company’s overhead costs.
contingency is an amount connected with possible expenses not included in tender 

documentation. it is treated as a kind of buffer to level the influence of costs increase. This 
amount does not always need to be taken into consideration when estimating costs. 

Mark-up as a profit has been defined by 44% of contractors taking part in the survey. 
additionally, contingency is included in mark-up by 33%. For 17% of the contractors 
mark-up is a profit and company’s overheads, for 4% – profit, company’s overheads and 
contingency and for the remaining 2% – profit, company’s overheads, project overheads 
and contingency. 
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2. Methods of determining overhead costs and profit

in the work mentioned above (Hegazy, Moselhi 1995) the authors presented methods of cal-
culating overhead costs by contractors in canada and the USa. The overwhelming majority 
of those questioned (83%) enumerate project overhead costs in detail, while only 14% uses 
index method assuming the value of direct costs as a basis.

The most often used method when calculating a company’s overhead costs is to calculate 
the value of these costs in percentages from a given basis. 31% of those questioned show that 
the basis is the value of direct costs, 27% assume the sum of direct and project overhead costs 
as a basis. 18% of the companies taking part in the questionnaire calculate in detail the future 
value of a company’s overhead costs. what is worth notifying is the fact that as many as 19% do 
not calculate this element of costs separately but mention its value when calculating mark-up.

Studies have also shown that contractors determine mark-up sum in different ways. 
The method of company’s overhead costs calculation is to calculate them in percentages 

from a given basis. Mark-up from all costs (direct and overhead costs) is calculated by 40% 
of contractors, 27% from direct and project overhead costs, and 33% only from direct costs. 
it can be noticed that the way of defining mark-up is strictly connected with the way it is 
calculated in. For example, 44% of the respondents consider mark-up as a profit only and 
about 40% calculate mark-up from direct and overhead costs.

legal acts in effect in Poland since 2001 precisely regulate the principles of making cost 
calculations by Polish construction contractors, bid price mark-up calculation included. 
Traditionally, making use of these as well as previous principles, it has become customary 
that contractors determine overhead costs as percentage index from labour and equipment, 
and profit as percentage index from labour, equipment and overhead costs. Such a point of 
view often did not reflect the actual costs and profit generated by the contractor, especially 
when the indexes used were not differentiated. The consequences were often disadvantage-
ous – inflating other price elements, problems with completing the project connected with 
giving unrealistically low bid price, and the like.

On 12 December 2001 a new act came into force – an act about prices of 5 July 2001 
(act Record nr 97, position 1050), which does not introduce any detailed regulations about 
construction costs determination. in agreement with its content, in reference to construction 
work prices article 2, para. 1 is in effect “Prices of goods and services are agreed upon by the 
sides signing the contract”. Thus, since 2001 the contractor is free to quote cost calculations, 
being limited only by the owner’s guidelines for a given order. The idea behind the changes 
introduced in 2001 was to make the contractor use realistic prices at which he is actually 
able to execute the order.

3. The method of carrying out the research and respondents’ characteristics

in order to learn about the ways of determining mark-ups in practice, the authors of the 
paper carried out a survey among Polish contractors twice. The first pilot ones were carried 
out in april 2004 among twelve contractors. The questionnaire used during interviews with 
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company representatives had three parts. The first one allowed to form a short characteristics 
of a company. in the second and third ones the questions concerned aspects of overhead 
costs and profit calculations interesting for the authors.

The companies taking part in the questionnaire were characterized on the basis of inform-
ation about the number of people employed, kind of activity and the region they work in. 
according to data received, 25% of the companies employed fewer than fifty people, 33% of 
the companies employed up to 100 people, two companies (17%) employed up to 400 people, 
25% of the questioned companies employed more than 400. Majority indicated more than 
one kind of activity. Most often mentioned were public buildings (83% of the respondents 
and residential and industrial buildings (equally 75% of the respondents). Engineering works, 
as well as monument conservation were also mentioned. 25% of the companies were active 
internationally, 33% nationally and 42% were active only regionally.

The next survey, including 58 companies, was carried out in the first half of 2010. The aim 
was not only to learn about the rules and methods of overhead cost calculation but also to 
know whether a ten-year-period of new principles of cost calculation functioning influenced 
a different method of cost calculation by the contractors. The questionnaire, similarly as the 
one from 2004, consisted of three parts.

companies taking part in the questionnaire were again characterized on the basis of 
information about the number of people employed, kind of activity and the region they are 
active in. in agreement with the European commission Order nr 364 from 25 February 
2004, the companies can be divided depending on the number of people employed into small 
(employment up to 49 people), average (50–250 people) and big ones (above 250 people). 
Taking this criterion into consideration just under half of the companies taking part in the 
research were small ones (45%), 24% were average and 31% big. Majority of those questioned 
indicated more than one kind of activity. The most often mentioned scope of activity was: 
public building – 69% of the respondents, and residential building – 51% of the respond-
ents. Engineering structures were mentioned by 38% of the respondents. also installations, 
industrial apparatus and technological industrial installations were mentioned. Most of the 
companies are active on the national market – 62%, 28% on the local market (Małopolskie 
region, Silesia) and only 10% on the international market.

4. Estimating overhead costs by Polish contractors

Graphic illustrations of the results concerning the methods of overhead cost estimation by 
the contractors questioned in 2004 are presented in Figs 1 and 2.

Graphic illustrations of the results concerning the methods of overhead cost estimation 
by the contractors questioned in 2010 are presented in Figs 3 and 4.
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Fig. 1. Overhead cost calculation methods (2004) 
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Fig. 2. The kind of index accepted in case of overhead cost determination by index method (2004)
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Fig. 3. Overhead cost calculation methods (2010)
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Fig. 5. bases of calculating overhead costs (2010)

Fig. 5 shows basis accepted by the contractors to determine overhead costs.
From the results of 2010 survey it is visible that most of the contractors determine their 

overhead costs by index method (90%). Only 10% of those questioned determine overhead 
costs in detail, using so called preliminary. all contractors using index method make use of 
their own overhead cost index. in the answers collected there was no published index men-
tioned. Most contractors (77%) adjust the overhead cost index individually to a given project. 
The next 23% accept the same index, no matter what kind of project it is, and only in some 
cases (projects especially important for the company) determine this index individually. no 
contractor accepts a constant overhead cost index, no matter what the specificity of a given 
project is.

a majority (86%) of the contractors takes overhead cost determining the sum of labour 
(L) and equipment (E) usage costs as the basis. 7% of the respondents indicated taking into 
account the sum of labour ( ) , materials (M) and equipment (E) usage costs, the remaining 
7% indicated other bases, such as entered overhead costs and their own calculations.

in comparison with results from 2004 it may be alarming that the contractors to a lesser 
degree make use of the preliminary of the overhead costs (in 2004 – 25%, in 2010 – 10%). a 
detailed calculation of the overhead costs is the most precise method and is widely used in 
other countries (waara, brochner 2006). it may, however, be assumed that answers – “own 
calculations”, referring to the bases of overhead costs calculating, may be a certain form of 
detailed calculations. contractors to a greater degree adjust overhead costs index to a given 
project – in 2004 only 45% of the respondents adjusted overhead costs index to a project, in 
2010 it was already 77%. none of the contractors used the same index in all the projects.

it must also be noticed that there is a greater differentiation in the assumed bases of 
overhead costs calculations. in 2004 only one contractor declared using a different basis than 
labour and equipment usage calculating, in 2010 it was 14%. The changes, in comparison to 
research carried out in 2004, may prove that the contractors have been looking for the most 
profitable and the most realistic forms of overhead costs calculations.

5. Estimating profit by Polish construction contractors

The results of the research on different methods of determining profit by Polish construction 
contractors obtained in 2004 are illustrated graphically in Figs 6 and 7.

The results of the research concerning methods of profit determination by Polish con-
struction contractors obtained in 2010 are graphically illustrated in Fig. 8.

accepted bases of profit calculation in 2010 are shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 6. Methods of determining profit (2004)
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Fig. 8. The kind of accepted profit index (2010)
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all those questioned in 2010 declared determining profit by index method, which sug-
gests that none of the contractors used any other method e.g. accepting a settled amount of 
money. all survey participants use their own profit index, most of them (86%) adjusting it 
individually to a given project. no contractor treats it as a constant index for all the projects.

Most of those questioned (76%) accept profit determination work costs as the basis, 
that is labour (L), equipment (E) running and overhead costs (O). 21% of the companies 
indicated costs of production, that is labour (L), material (M), equipment (E) and over-
head costs (O), 3% indicated a different basis, taking into consideration also additional 
subcontraction costs.

in comparison to 2004 results it can be noticed that more contractors adjust profit index 
individually to a given project (in 2004 only 64% did this, in 2010 – 86%). There is also a 
greater differentiation in the bases accepted for profit calculation. in 2004 – 84% traditionally 
accepted work costs as the basis.

6. Other mark-ups used by Polish contractors

in the survey carried out in 2010 the contractors were also asked about other mark-ups which 
they take into account when calculating costs. as many as 10% of the respondents indicated 
“purchase costs” here. it is a mark-up typical of Polish calculation costs which was used on 
the force of law till 2010 and was connected with building materials transportation from 
the purchase place to the building site. Since 2001 it is recommended that purchase costs 
should be included in the building materials costs. as the survey results show a large group 
of contractors calculates purchase costs in a traditional way, accepting them as a mark-up.

Other mark-ups mentioned by the respondents are: a cost of rent equipment, subcon-
traction costs, main contractor financial service costs – that is percent for running the con-
struction for the main contractor – containers, insurance, manager. One of the respondents 
indicated that he also takes into account other mark-ups but he cannot reveal them as it is a 
commercial secret. a considerable majority of contractors declared that they always added 
overhead costs and profit. Just one of the respondents declared that he takes overheads into 
account only in some projects and another one stated that although he always takes overhead 
into account, their values may be zero.

7. Mathematical methods of overhead costs calculating 

Polish contractors calculate the value of overhead costs by means of one of the following 
methods: the indicator-based method or the preliminary-estimate-based one. The indic-
ator-based method is simpler, however, it does not take into consideration the particular 
conditions of realization and specificity of the given works. its considerable drawback is low 
precision in estimating costs, especially when the published index is used. The preliminary 
estimate method of overhead costs calculation involves preparing detailed preliminary 
estimates for all elements of overhead costs. This allows to eliminate the drawbacks of the 
indicative method mentioned above, yet it requires a lot of time and effort. Therefore, there 
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is a need of finding a new way of calculating overhead costs which would employ both the 
simplicity and swiftness of the indicative method and the particular conditions of the real-
ization of the planned works. 

an attempt to determine the overhead costs index by means of artificial neural networks 
is presented below (leśniak 2004).

in order to prepare a method of determining the overhead costs index employing artificial 
neural networks an appropriate database had to be developed. Thus research was carried out 
in a number of selected building companies. Quantitative studies into the factors influencing 
overhead costs of building works were done and the actual costs of completing the works 
which the companies incur were calculated. as a result, a database of 72 building projects 
was obtained.

The proposed model taking the form of an artificial neural network aims at estimating 
a method of calculating overhead costs basing on the overheads index which includes the 
particular conditions of works realization. The value of the index was the output parameter of 
the network. The variables describing the shaping of overhead costs were the input parameters.

Following the research presented in detail by leśniak (2002), seven factors constituting 
input parameters of the model neural network were adopted:

x1 – type of works;
x2 – complexity of the project;
x3 – project duration;
x4 – location of the building site;
x5 – distance between the building site and the company’s seat;
x6 – realization the project in winter;
x7 – costs of subcontractors.
basing on the actual values of overhead costs incurred as a result of completing projects, 

the overhead costs index was estimated based on the following formula:

 
p

p
K

K
W

X
= , (1)

where 
pKW  – overhead costs index; pK  – overhead costs; X – the adopted basis of overhead 

costs calculation.
as the basis of calculating the index the sum of the costs of labour, equipment, means of 

technological transport and the costs of subcontractors (L + E + Csub) was adopted.
The attempt to solve the problem being investigated here was conducted as follows:
when designing the structure of the model network the simplest form of the network 

was adopted with one hidden layer.
Figure 10 presents a schema of the obtained two-layer network with a 7–3–1 structure.
The task in question involved a set of data consisting of 72 samples. it was assumed that 

the learning set was made of 50 randomly selected samples (L = 50) while the testing set 
included the remaining 22 samples (T = 22). The attempt to solve the task using artificial 
neural networks involved the usage of three learning algorithms: back propagation, leven-
berg-Marquardt and conjugate gradients (CG). a detailed description of algorithms can be 
found in many works on neural networks (Ossowski 2000). For the neurons of the hidden 
layer the authors assumed a binary sigmoid function of activation and a linear one for the 
output neuron.
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as a criterion for the fitting of the network between the network’s answer and the predicted 
values, the authors adopted the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) estimated for the learning 
set (RMSL) and the testing set (RMST) according to the following formula:

 ( ) ( ) 2

1 1

1 ( )
P M

p p
i i

p i
RMSE t y

P = =

 
 = −
 
 
∑∑ , (2)

where p – number of the sample; i – number of the output layer neuron; ti – known values of 
the costs indices being tested; yi – calculated values of the costs indices being tested.

Two criteria for the termination of the learning process were employed:
1) the criterion of the number of epochs seq for which the learning and testing errors are 

approximately equal (RMSL ≈ RMST);
2) the criterion of the number of epochs smin for which the testing error is minimal. 
For network learning the first neuron to be used was the backpropagation algorithm (BP), 

assuming the momentum of a = 0.2 and the learning constant of h = 0.6. 20 random selections 
of the learning set (L = 50) from among the whole set of data was done and the remaining 
samples were left as the testing set (T = 22). For each selection learning and testing of the 
network was performed. The results obtained (the maximal, minimal and average error RMS 
for 20 selections) are presented in Table 1. The divergence of the results (minimal and maximal 
values of the RMSL and RMST errors) was judged as too broad, thus unsatisfactory. Then an 
attempt of network learning was undertaken using the levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and 
the conjugate gradients method. They were employed for the above-mentioned 20 selections 
of the learning set, which were used for learning with the BP algorithm. The structure of the 
network remained unchanged. The results of the learning process (maximal, minimal and 
average RMS error for 20 selections) are presented in Table 1 too.
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Table 1. Results of learning and testing of the neural network BP-WKP (200 epochs)

back Propagation 
algorithm

(200 epochs)

levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm

(50 epochs)

conjugate gradients 
algorithm

(100 epochs)
For 20 selections 
of the learning set:

RMS error for sets: RMS error for sets: RMS error for sets:
L = 50 T = 22 L = 50 T = 22 L = 50 T = 22

maximal error 0.2279 0.2272 0.1438 0.1446 0.1462 0.1488
minimal error 0.1354 0.1349 0.1259 0.1208 0.1087 0.1188
average error 0.1624 0.1608 0.1354 0.1360 0.1334 0.1365

The analysis of the values presented in Table 1, especially of the average error RMS for the 
testing set, revealed that the best results were obtained by the levenberg-Marquardt (LM) 
algorithm. Therefore, a comparison of the results of learning and testing of the network with 
a varying number of neurons in the hidden layer was performed. First 4 and then 5 neurons 
were admitted. The results obtained (maximal, minimal and average RMS error) are presented 
in Table 2. as a comparison, the results for the network structure with three neurons in the 
hidden layer are provided. 

Table 2. Results of learning and testing of the neural network LM-WKP with a varying structure (50 epochs)

network structure
7–3–1 7–4–1 7–5–1

For 20 selections  
of the learning set:

RMS error for sets: RMS error for sets: RMS error for sets:
L T L T L T

maximal error 0.1438 0.1446 0.1439 0.1641 0.1441 0.1715
minimal error 0.1259 0.1208 0.1251 0.1284 0.1257 0.1234
average error 0.1351 0.1350 0.1350 0.1405 0.1353 0.1415

On the basis of the received average values of the RMS error for the testing set (basing 
on the average values of the RMST error) the authors concluded that the best results were 
obtained for the network of the 7–3–1 structure. Therefore, the existing 20 selections of the 
learning set from the whole set of data were complemented with another 80 random selec-
tions. The results attained (maximal, minimal and average RMS error for 100 selections) are 
given in Table 3.

Table 3. Results of learning and testing of the neural network LM-WKP (50 epochs)

For 100 selections of the learning set:
RMS error for sets:

L T
maximal error 0.1476 0.1498

minimal error 0.1214 0.1208
average error 0.1362 0.1369
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For the subsequent analysis (also for the comparison of the results) from among 100 se-
lections already done the authors chose a selection the results of which (RMSL = 0,1359 and 
RMST = 0,1358) approximate the average values of RMS errors for the learning and testing 
sets of all the selections. 

The results of the estimation of the overhead costs for the 72 projects being investigated, 
which was based on the overhead costs index specified by the artificial neural network, were 
compared with the results obtained by means of the published index. The value of the index 
was adopted according to Polish price information “Sekocenbud”. Overhead costs were cal-
culated according to the following formula:

 
pp KK W X= ⋅ , (3)

where pK  – overhead costs; 
pKW  – overhead costs index; X – the basis of overhead costs 

calculation: (L + E + Csub) – for the index specified by SSN; (L + E) – for the published index.
The comparison of the estimation precision was performed based on the costs relative 

error. The results are provided in Table 4.

Table 4. Relative error of overhead costs for the projects investigated 

name
Value of the error 

for costs prognosis 
according to SSN index

for costs prognosis according 
to published index

average relative error of the index 31% 52%
Maximal relative error of the index 122% 167%

Employing the overhead costs index specified by the SSN model increased the precision 
of the overhead costs prognosis in comparison with the index method used so far, which is 
based on the published index. The results of the comparison of the two methods suggest that 
the proposed method can be used in practice.

8. Mathematical methods of profit specifying 

in stabilized economy, with high competition, the contractors fight to win contracts, to a great 
extent, by the height of the mark-up rate they hold. The importance of estimating mark-up 
properly can be proved by the fact that in literature decisions about participating in a tender 
and about the mark-up introduced to the bid offer were shortly called bid decisions. bid 
decisions are generally considered to be complex and difficult, at the same time they con-
siderably influence the situation of the company. Mistakes made here may cause increasing 
difficulties of the company, bankruptcy including. in taking a decision one must consider 
numerous factors, in many cases not easily measurable. Therefore attempts at establishing a 
procedure which would facilitate this. 

First attempts at working out such a procedure that would be helpful in determining 
the most proper mark-up in a given situation were made in the fifties of the 20th century. 
a pioneer work discussing the problem is the article written in 1956 by Friedman. 
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Friedman’s (1956) main strategic problem is to determine the probability of winning a 
bid as a mark-up function, simultaneously maximizing the expected mark-up. Some time 
later numerous models were created, which made use of different types of mathematical 
theories (chua  et  al.  2001; Fayek 1998; Skitmore 2004; Skitmore et  al. 2001; li, love 
1999; chua, li 2000; Dikmen et al. 2007; Dulaimi, Hong 2002; Egemen, Mohamed 2008; 
Han, Diekmann 2001; Hosny, Elhakeem 2012).

On the basis of the fuzzy sets theory, the model created by Fayek (1998) and the authors’ 
research into the factors influencing Polish contractors’ bidding decisions, including Polish 
experiences of settling calls for bids, the authors prepared a model of a bidding strategy whose 
schema is presented below (Plebankiewicz 2001).

let us assume that you want to bid for a building contract and you wish to specify the 
level of the calculated profit which would be the best in the given conditions. 

let us assume the following procedure:
1. You specify the bracket of the calculated profit by providing its minimal (x) and maximal 

(y) value. The values are defined on the basis of an individual evaluation of a given bidding 
situation, the current market condition, etc.

You divide the calculated profit into 5 brackets. This particular division was chosen be-
cause it has been proved that distinguishing between more than 6 profit values is difficult. 
The values of the calculated profit Zk is set according to the following formula:

 Zk = [x + (p – 1)z] % for p = 1 to 6, (4)

where z = (y–x)/5.

2. You identify the objectives Oi which are the contractor’s goal in a given bidding. Each 
objective is assigned “weight” (Wj), i.e. the degree to which the contractor is striving to achieve 
the goal. The set of objectives is thus a fuzzy set and Wj symbolizes the degree of affiliation 
to the set. Wj is specified within the range from 0 (0%) for “insignificant” to 1 (100%) for “of 
greatest significance”. The contractor uses a 0–100 scale which ensures very high precision. 
Yet for the sake of fuzzy sets it is essential to transform this scale into a 0–1 one.

The models used so far have taken into consideration only one bidding objective – winning 
the bid. However, it often happens that it is not the only and the most important objective. The 
bidding objectives which the contractor is willing to achieve are connected with the situation 
within the company – the need for work, availability of means, etc. – and with external factors 
influencing a company – competition, etc. The objectives can also be influenced by certain 
factors connected with the nature of the project which the given bidding concerns – location, 
the strategic value of the project, etc. 

in general, the model accounts for the following objectives which the contractor wants 
to achieve in the bidding process: 

1) winning the bid (O1);
2) maximizing profits (O2); 
3) testing the market (O3); 
4) minimizing the profit of competitors (O4); 
5) minimizing the predicted losses (O5).
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3. You identify factors Fn which influence the decision about the height of the calculated 
profit and specify the degree of their adjustment to the expectations of the contractor An 
(on the scale 0 (0%) if you dislike them, or 1 (100%) if they are the most preferable). cor-
respondingly to the sets of objectives, you deal here with a fuzzy set, the elements of which 
are factors and An symbolizes the degree of their affiliation to the set.

4. You identify the degree (Ijn) to which factor Fn influences objective Oj, and the value of 
the calculated profit which is the best for the given pair objective – factor.

5. You calculate the elements S(O,F) using the following formula:

 S(Oj,Fn) = Sjn = Wj · An·Ijn. (5)

S(O,F) is a fuzzy relation, which specifies the relationship between factor F and objective O.

6. You assign elements R(F,Z), where R(F,Z) is a fuzzy relation specifying the relationship 
between factor F and profit Z.

7. You assign elements Q(O,Z) which are a composition of two fuzzy relations S(O,F) 
and R(F,Z), and which specify the dependency between objective O and calculated profit Z 
through their relationship with factor F.

The composition of the relations is assigned according to the max-min and sum-min rule.
The composition of the max-min relation for data Oj i Zp is specified by:

 S o R(Oj,Zp) = max min [S(Oj,Fn), R(Fn,Zp)] for every Fn. (6)

For any value of the calculated profit Zp the general force with which it is recommended 
is calculated according to the following formula: 

 Q(O,Zp) = [S Q(Oj,Zp)]/ S Wj for j = 1 to 2. (7)

The composition of the sum-min relation for data Oj and Zp is specified by:

 S o R(Oj,Zp) = sum min [S(Oj,Fn), R(Fn,Zp)] for every Fn. (8)

For any value of the calculated profit Zp the general force with which it is recommended 
is calculated according to the following formula:

 Q(O,Zp) = [S Q(Oj,Zp)]/ S Wj for j = 1 to 2.  (9)

in the next stage the force with which the given calculated profit in a bid is recommended 
to be used is corrected because of the introduction of two additional elements:

1) the importance which the orderer attaches to the price provided in the bid;
2) the index of the percentage of those bidding settlements in which the offer with the 

lowest bid price won. 
Theoretically, it can be assumed that if the orderer, while evaluating a bid, specifies impor-

tance of 0% for the price criterion, you can introduce a maximal value of the calculated profit, 
i.e. Z6 to the bidding offer (the price for the orderer is immaterial, so the highest value can 
be given freely). On the other hand, if the orderer gives the price criterion the highest value, 
i.e. 100%, the lowest value of the calculated profit, i.e. Z1, should best be provided (if price is 
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of such considerable importance, your chances will be the greatest when you give the lowest 
value of the calculated profit). The intermediate values of price importance correspond to 
the relevant values of the calculated profit. These dependencies are illustrated by Figure 11.

assuming that Bx is the importance which the orderer attaches to the price criterion in a 
given bid, the dependence between Bx and the value of calcualted profit Zy can be described 
as follows:
 Zy = (Z1 – Z6) Bx + Z6. (10)

The value of calculated profit Zy obtained in this way is the most advantageous for the 
contractor from the point of view of the importance which the orderer attaches to the price 
criterion when evaluating bids. To this value coefficient 1.0 is ascribed and to the other val-
ues of calculated profit – coefficients reduced by 0.2 respectively. in this way you receive a 
corrected degree of recommendation as to the introduction of calculated profit Zp, specified 
as QK(Zp), to the bid.

Fig. 11. Graphical interpretation of bx coefficient 

calculated
pro�t 

in�uence on
�nal evaluation 

Z1

Z6

Zy

0 1.0Bx

You specify the index of the percentage of those bidding processes in which the winning 
bid offered the minimal price, i.e. Cx. This can be either the last year’s index or the average one 
from a couple of previous years. For the lowest price (the lowest calculated profit, Z1) coef-
ficient Cx is assumed. For the highest price (the highest calculated profit, Z6) coefficient 1.00 
is adopted, and for the other values of calculated profit – coefficients changing proportionally.

a general description is as follows:
let Qo (Zp) indicate the final degree of recommendation of introducing calculated profit 

Zp to the bid. Then: 

 { }( ) ( ) ( 1)O p K p xQ Z Q Z C g p= ⋅ + ⋅ −   , (11)

where 
1

5
xC

g
−

= .

The model of such a bidding strategy is illustrated by the following schema.
it must be noticed that overhead costs and profit have a considerable share in cost cal-

culations. according to research (Tah et al. 1994), in case of residential building the average 
share of these elements is about 17% of the total calculation cost (12% – overhead costs, 
5% – profit). Therefore it is worth paying attention to calculating these values.
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a schema of a model of the bidding strategy 

 Data:
1. Zmin , Zmax – bracket of the calculated profit
2. Oj – contractor’s objectives in a given bid and
 Wj – degree in which the contractor attempts to reach a given objective
3. Fn – factors influencing the decision of the height of the calculated profit and
 An – degree of adjustment of the factors to the contractor’s expectations 
4. Ijn – degree of influence of factor Fn on objective Oj 
5. Bx – importance the orderer attaches to the price criterion
6. Cx –  index of the percentage of those bidding processes where the winning bid offered  

the minimal price

 Algorithm:
1. Values of the calculated profit
 Zp = [x + (p – 1)z] %  for  p =1 do 6,
 where z = (y–x)/5
2. Fuzzy relations 

2.1. S(O,F)
 S(Oj,Fn) = Sjn = Wj · An · Ijn.
2.2. R(F,Z)

3. compositions of fuzzy relations
3.1. Max-min
 S o R(Oj,Zp) = max min [S(Oj,Fn), R(Fn,Zp)] for every Fn.
3.2. Sum-min
 S o R(Oj,Zp) = sum min [S(Oj,Fn), R(Fn,Zp)] for every Fn.

4. For every Zp the force of recommendation
 Q(O,Zp) = [Σ Q(Oj,Zp)]/ Σ Wj for j = 1 do 2.
5.  For every Zp the degree of recommendation corrected with respect to the importance  

the orderer attaches to the price criterion , specified as QK(Zp).
6.  For every Zp the final degree of recommendation corrected with respect to the index of the 

percentage of those bidding processes where the winning bid offered the minimal price, 
specified as Qo(Zp). 

 Results:
1. The max-min rule recommends the following correction of the height of calculated profit:

 – calculated profit of Zp height is recommended to x degree,
where p = 1 to 6, x = 0% to 100%.

2. The sum–min rule recommands the following correction of the height of calculated profit:
 – calculated profit of Zp height is recommended to x degree,
where p = 1 to 6, x = 0% to 100%.
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Conclusions

Overheads and profit are a considerable part of cost calculations by the contractor. as it ap-
pears from the survey carried out in such countries as canada or the USa, the overheads are 
defined and calculated in different ways. it is characteristic that overheads are divided into two 
separate groups and the ways they are calculated in are also very different. Project overhead 
costs are usually calculated in detail and company’s overhead costs are calculated as an index 
of an accepted basis. The ways of mark-up defining and calculation are also differentiated.

legal regulations in effect in Poland since 2001 allow the contractor freedom in shaping 
overhead costs and profit. The survey results, however, indicate that the majority of the con-
tractors calculate the costs in a traditional, that is index, way. what is worrying is the fact that 
contractors are unwilling to calculate overhead costs in detail while it is a frequent practice 
in other countries. in contrast to practices accepted in other countries, profit is understood 
explicitly and calculated similarly by majority of the contractors. what is positive is the fact 
that overhead and profit indexes used by Polish contractors are their own ones, more and 
more often individually adjusted to a particular project. The bases of overhead costs and profit 
calculations are also to a greater and greater extent differentiated by Polish contractors. it is 
also worth noticing that some of the contractors try to calculate some mark-ups in detail, 
e.g. costs connected with subcontractors.

The article presents mathematical methods which can be used by Polish contractors to 
ensure a precise way of specifying mark-ups. The method specifying overhead costs was cre-
ated on the basis of neural networks, and the method specifying profit – on the basis of fuzzy 
sets. The mathematical apparatus in these methods is rather complex, yet if an appropriate 
software is designed the methods will prove fit to be applied in practice. 
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